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1. Introduction. If £=/(z) is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of a

plane domain D on a domain £, its constant of quasiconformality K[f] is defined

as follows : consider the jacobian matrix Tv of the mapping / at the point pe D.

Denote by J the matrix of the transformation z->(-l)1,2z, and consider the

commutator fp = TpJTp1J~1. fp is a positive definite symmetric matrix with

determinant 1: its eigenvalues are K[TP] and (K[TP])~1, where K[Tp]^l, and

K[TP]= 1 if and only if T commutes with J, that is, if and only if T is an analytic

matrix, representing the transformation of the plane given by multiplication by a

complex number. We then set

K[f] = sup {K[TP] ;PeD}.

K[TP] can be equivalently defined in the usual way as the ratio of the axes of the

"infinitesimal ellipse" into which an "infinitesimal circle" around p is mapped.

That these two definitions coincide reflects the fact that in C1 analyticity and

conformality are one and the same notion. Of course, this is no longer the case

for more than one complex variable. One can define quasiconformal transformations

of domains in Rn, for n > 2, by considering ratios of the axes of the ellipsoid into

which an infinitesimal sphere is mapped, as F. W. Gehring and others have done

[4], but this is in no way related to the analytic structure of a domain in C\

for n > 1. On the other hand, for n > 1, the commutator of a 2n x 2n matrix T with

the matrix of the transformation z¡ ->• (— l)1,2z(, /= 1,..., n, is no longer symmetric,

not even diagonalizable, so that we cannot generalize our first definition of K[T]

to several complex variables.

To make the problem of generalizing quasiconformality to several complex

variables precise, in §2 we give a set of axioms defining the notion of a " constant

of quasi-pseudoconformality." They can be summed up as follows: we are given

a nonempty category S of domains in C whose morphisms are called "quasi-

pseudoconformal maps." The category ê contains all the domains analytically

equivalent to a domain in ê, and pseudoconformal (i.e., bi-analytic) maps are

always morphisms. To each morphism there is associated a real number KH,

which is 1 for pseudoconformal transformations, and which remains invariant
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under right or left composition with pseudoconformal maps. Furthermore,

K\y o Sf\ is less than or equal to some bounded function of K\f?~\ and K[£f].

All these properties are essential in the theory of quasiconformal maps in the plane.

Then we give two more axioms, as little restrictive as seems possible, to exclude

trivial situations and to make our "constant of quasi-pseudoconformality" bear

some relation to the one already defined for domains in the complex plane.

But the situation in Cn, «>1, as it might be expected, is essentially different

from that in C1, and thus in §3 we state two theorems of a negative character.

From the second one we get the following corollary : if the category S is large

enough (if, for example, S contains all domains included in a domain belonging

to &), then the constant of quasi-pseudoconformality cannot be, as in the plane,

of a local character. That is, K[^] cannot be of the form sup KF\3~\, where

KP[^~] depends on the behavior of 9" near the point P, but not on the particular

domain on which ÍT is defined.

St. Bergman introduced in [2] (see also [5]) a class of quasi-pseudoconformal

transformations and a constant of quasi-pseudoconformality of a local type, but

with his definition K[^ ° Sf\ is not bounded in terms of K[S~\ and K\y\ and

besides, any transformation of the form :

Zi = fi(zx, z2),       Z2 = f2(z2)

with /j analytic in zx but only differentiable with respect to z2, and f2 analytic,

has a constant equal to 1, the same as analytic transformations. For another class

of quasi-pseudoconformal maps in a special category of subdomains of C2

(Reinhardt circular domains), see [3] and [5].

I am greatly indebted to Professor Lipman Bers, who directed the doctoral

dissertation of which the present work is a part.

2. The definition of quasi-pseudoconformality. Suppose we are given a non-

empty family S of domains in Cn with the property that if D e S and there is a

bi-analytic map sé of D onto a domain £ (that is, D and £ are analytically equiva-

lent), then EeS. Also, we will assume that An(0, 1), the unit polydisk in C\

belongs to S. Further, suppose that for every pair of domains D, E in S, we have a

family of homeomorphisms QPC(A £) <= Horn (D, E) (which may sometimes be

empty), satisfying the following conditions :

(QPC-1)     If f e QPC(£>', D) and ST e QPC(D, £), then if ° P e QPC(Z)', £).

(QPC-2)     If 9~ e QPC(Z), £), then J"'e QPC(£, D).

(QPC-3)     QPC(£>, E)^sá(D, E), the bi-analytic maps of D onto £.

In particular, if D = E, QPC(D, E) will be written QPC(D). Next, for every pair

of domains D,EeS there is a "constant of quasi-pseudoconformality" : a function
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K(D,E) defined on QPC(Z), £), whose values are real and ^1, satisfying the

following requirements :

(K-l) If ST e rf(D, E), then K(D, E)[9~]=\.

If Sfx e ¿f(D, D'), 9- e QPC(Z»', £') and íf2 e sá(E', E),

*      ' then K(D, E)[£r°2 o 9~ ° S?x] = K(D', E')[3T].

If 9-x £ QPC(D, E) and 9~2 e QPC(£, £), then

(K"3) K(D, F)[9-2 o 9-x] <, K(E, FW2]K(D, £)[^1].

This last requirement can be weakened by asking only that if K(D, E)[9~x] and

K(E, F)[9~2] are uniformly bounded íot9~x anà9~2 in some set of transformations,

K(D, F)[9'2 o 9~x] should be bounded.

There are trivial ways of defining the families S, QPC, and the functions K

fulfilling our conditions. For example :

(i) For any pair of domains D, E in Cn set QPC(Z), E)=j/(D, £), and K=\

identically.

(ii) For any pair of domains set QPC(D, E) = Horn (D, £), and K[9~] = \ if

9~ £ stf(D, £); K[9~] = Ko, say, otherwise, where K0 is a real number ^ 1.

Evidently this is not what we are looking for, so if we want to consider a reason-

able generalization of the notion of quasiconformality in one complex variable, we

should add some more axioms. A possible set of additional axioms that seems quite

natural and as little restrictive as possible, is the following :

If D is a product domain of the form Bx ■ ■ ■ x B where

(QPC-4)       ficC1, and if J is a linear self-mapping of B, then

9- = T® ■•• ®TeQPC(D).

This axiom excludes our example (i), but not (ii). Then we require AT to satisfy:

If again D is a product domain, and a coordinate plane, that is, a set

obtained by fixing n — 1 of the complex coordinates, is mapped into itself

(K-4) by a family of mappings &~, e QPC(D) and K(D)[9'i] is uniformly

bounded, then the 9~i% restricted to this plane have a constant of

quasiconformality which is also bounded.

This last axiom excludes example (ii) ; it means that there are not too many quasi-

pseudoconformal maps; axiom (QPC-4) says, of course, that there are not too

few of them.

3. Two examples and two negative results. There is a simple, albeit uninteresting

situation in which all our axioms are satisfied. Take An(0, 1), the unit polydisk in

Cn, and consider the family ê of all domains in Cn analytically equivalent to

A„(0, 1). For QPC(An(0, 1)) take the group of mappings of the form

(1) ii = fa(zem)>       i ■ 1, 2,..., n,
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where the <£¡'s are quasiconformal maps of the unit disk onto itself, and a(i) is a

permutation of the numbers (1, 2,...,«). It is a well-known fact that all analytic

automorphisms of the polydisk are of the form (1), with </>t an analytic automor-

phism of the disk for /= 1, 2,..., « (cf. [1]). Hence QPC(An(0, l))=>^(An(0, 1))

as required. If the domains D, E are equivalent to the polydisk, QPC(Z), £) will

consist of those homeomorphisms 9~: D->E such that SP2 ° 9~ ° y x e QPC(An(0,1)),

where Sfx and Sr"2 are bi-analytic maps of An(0, 1) onto D and £ respectively. It is

easy to see that the fact that Sf2 ° 3~ o Sr°í belongs to QPC(An(0, 1)) is independent

of the choice of Sfx and ¡f2. For T e QPC(An(0, 1)) we define

K(An(0, \)W] = max {Kfa]; i = 1,..., «},

where K[<f>i] is the constant of quasiconformality in the plane. It is then obvious

how to define K(D, E) for D, EeS, and equally obvious how to verify that all

our axioms are satisfied. Of course, this setup gives us nothing new: our family S

is too small (the smallest possible under our conditions), and in it, the theory of

quasi-pseudoconformal maps is reduced to the theory in C1. Thus, we would like

to consider larger families of domains ; the larger, the better.

But the situation in Cn is essentially different from that in C1, as we see from the

following

Theorem \.IfS, QPC and K satisfy all axioms (QPC-1HQPC-4) and (K-l)-
(K-4), and ifn>l,C cannot belong to S.

Before proving this theorem we observe that S can contain all bounded domains.

In fact, take ê to be the family of bounded domains of Cn (plus those equivalent

to a bounded domain) ; in each of these domains consider an invariant metric (for

example, the Carathéodory or the Bergman metric [1]), and take as QPC(Z), £)

the transformations that are quasi-isometries between the metric spaces D and £.

For such a transformation 9~ there exists a constant K such that

(2) K -1 dD(P, Q) ï dE(5-(P), $-(Q)) <; K dD(P, Q)

for every pair of points P, Q in D, where dD and dE are the metrics on D and £

respectively. We then define K(D, E)\5~\ as the smallest possible constant for

which (2) is true. Properties (QPC-l)-(QPC-3) and (K-l)-(K-3) are quite easy to

verify. Property (K-4) is proved by noting first that the metric induced on a

coordinate plane by the invariant distance in D is, save for normalization, the non-

euclidean Poincaré metric, and secondly, that a quasi-isometry of the Poincaré

metric is always a quasiconformal map whose constant of quasiconformality is

bounded in terms of the constant K in (2). As for axiom (QPC-4), the following

stronger statement is actually true: if/: B-± B, i—l,..., n, are quasi-isometries

of the Poincaré metric, then

(3) /10--.0/neQPC(£x---xJB).
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Naturally, in a good generalization of quasiconformality (3) should be true when-

ever the/j's are just quasiconformal automorphisms of B (which are strictly more

than quasi-isometries of the Poincaré metric), but the author was not able to

construct a setup in which this happens, with S large enough so as to contain

all bounded, geometrically convex domains. In any case, for such a category S

the constant of quasi-pseudoconformality cannot be a local one, as it turns out

readily from the following theorem.

Theorem 2. If n>\, there is no definition of quasi-pseudoconformality satisfying,

in addition to (QPC-1),..., (QPC-4), (K-l),..., (K-4), the following axioms:

(i) There is a bounded domain Eeê such that all its real-linear images are in S.

(ii) IfD, E, D', £' belong to ë, D'^D, E'cE, and 9~ e QPC(D, E), then if D'

is sent by 9~ onto £', 9~ e QPC(D', £') and furthermore

K(D', E'W\D'] S K(D, E)[ST].

Remark. Note that our last example does not satisfy property (ii).

4. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. For the proof of Theorem 1 it is convenient to

begin with some elementary remarks on linear algebra. Without loss of generality

we will consider the case n = 2.

(a) If D^C2 is invariant under J (multiplication by (— l)1'2 of both variables),

then if the matrix T belongs to QPC(£>), f also belongs to QPC(D), and if the

matrices S and Tare such that §=BTB~1 where B is analytic, then there exists an

analytic matrix A such that S = BTA, and therefore K(D)[S] = K(D)[T].

(b) Lemma. The matrix t can be carried to a canonical form by a similarity with

an analytic matrix (if t has complex eigenvalues, the analytic matrix is a complex

A by A matrix commuting with J). If t is diagonalizable, the canonical form is the

diagonal one.

Proof. If A is an eigenvalue of t and X an eigenvector for A, then A-1 is also an

eigenvalue, and JX is an eigenvector for it. Then by choosing a new basis of the

form {X, JX, Y, JY}, where X is an eigenvector of f and Y is any vector not in

the subspace [X, JX] spanned by X and JX, such that ÎY lies in the subspace

[A", JX, Y], we can reduce f to triangular form. Observe that the matrix B

corresponding to this change of basis is analytic. If the matrix t is diagonalizable,

BTB'1 is diagonal. Now, if t is not diagonalizable, its eigenvalues are A, A-1,

A, A"1. We have:

TY = aX+bJX+XY.

But then, applying J on both sides:

(JTJ-^-^JY) = aJX-bX+XJY,

hence applying t on both sides we get

JY = afjX-bfX+XTJY = aX^JX-bJX+XfjY.
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So,

f(JY) = bX-aX-2JX+X~lJY,

and we have proved that f is carried to the following canonical form :

(4)

A 0 a

0 A"1 b

0 0 A

0 0 0

b

«A"2

0
A"1

Q.E.D.

(c) Conversely, for any A/0, a, b, there is a matrix Tsuch that rhas the form (4).

Take, for example,

A 0 0       0     "

0 1 b -aX-1

0 0 A       0

0 0 0       1

(5)

Proof of Theorem 1. By axiom (QPC-4), any matrix of the form :

U =

A 0   0 0

0 10 0

0 0   A 0

0 0   0 1.

A^0,

is in QPC(C2). If we consider the matrix

A   0   0 -A«

0    1    a 0

0   0   A 0

.0   0   0 1 .

we see that §= Û for any a, so S is also in QPC(C2) by remark (a). Then the matrix

S2 belongs to QPC(C2), by (QPC-1). But

S2 =

X2 0

0 A"2

0 0

0 0

0

ß
X2

0

where ß=a(X+ 1)(1 - A"1). Now if

Tx =

ß

0

0

A-

0'A2 0   0

0 10 0

0 0   A2 0

0 0   0 1
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then fx-i* by remark (c), and therefore 7\ e QPC(C2). Finally, the matrix

T =

A"2

0

0

0

0 0

1 0

0 A"2

0 0

Tx =

10 0

0    1 ß

0   0 1

0   0 0

is in QPC(C2), by (QPC-1) and (QPC-4). Therefore for any real number a, the

matrix

T  =

"10 0   0

0    1 a   0

0   0 10

.0   0 0    U

belongs to QPC(C2). K(C2)[Ta] does not depend on a when a^0, because as it is

easy to verify, all the matrices Ta, a^0, are analytically similar. Now consider the

matrix

nia,b) = TaATbeQPC(C2)

for a and b different from zero, and where the analytic matrix A is interchanging

of the variables z, and z2. One finds that

^(o,W —

1 0

0 ab+\

0 b

b 0

0   a

a   0

0

ab+l.

and that the minimal polynomial of L\a>6) is x2-(2 + a¿»)x+1 if ab^ — 4. In this

case the roots are different and therefore Cl{a>6) is diagonalizable. Thus, by an

analytic similarity, it can be carried to the form

(6) Ma =

H 0

0 ix-1

0 0

o 0

0   0

0   0

¡J.      0

0 f*

where ¡j.+i¿ 1 = 2 + ab. Hence, for some analytic matrices A and B, AClia¡b)B is

equal to the matrix Mu. But, for any a, 6#0, by (K-3):

K(C2)[AÜ(aMB] = K(C2)[ü,aM] Í K(C2)[Ta]K(C2)[Tb]

= (K(C2)[T])2.

So, for any ¡j. the constant of quasi-pseudoconformality of the matrix Mu is

uniformly bounded. But this contradicts axiom (K-4), for the matrix Af„ restricted

to the plane z2=0, say, has an arbitrarily large constant of quasiconformality.

Q.E.D.
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Proof of Theorem 2. Again, without loss of generality, we assume n to be 2.

Consider the product domain D = BxB, where B={z;lm z>0}<=C. Then the

matrix U at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1 belongs, by (QPC-4), to

QPC(D). We can assume that the bounded domain £ is included in D, so by (ii),

Ue QPC(£, [/(£)). Now, from (QPC-1), (QPC-3), (K-2) and (ii) we have that if
a linear map T is in QPC(K, T(V)) for a bounded domain VeS, then T is also

in QPC(K', T(V')) for any bounded domain V e S (because scalar matrices and

translations are analytic transformations), and that K(V, T(V'))[T] does not

depend on the bounded domain V" e S. We can then repeat the construction in

the proof of Theorem 1, and by (i) we will stay in the category S. Finally, we arrive

at the conclusion that there is a domain FeS such that the matrix Mu in (6)

belongs to QPC(£, MU(F)), and that K(F, M^FMMJ^Ko for every ¡i. Further-

more, we can assume that £ contains a bidisk A(0, r), and hence

K(A(0, r), A«(0, r))[Mu] g K0   for every /x,

where Aw(0, r) stands for the product of two ellipses with axes p.r and ^~lr. After

mapping bianalytically A(0, r) onto D by Sr°1, and A"(0, r) onto D by £f2, we again

arrive at a contradiction, for y2 ° Mtt ° £fx 1 sends a factor B onto itself with an

arbitrarily large constant of quasiconformality.    Q.E.D.
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